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We consider the following problem: given two nodes connected by some bidirectional communication channel, what is the state of the channel connecting them? I.e., is the communication link Up or Down? We desire a consistent history of the state of the channel such that each side sees the same sequence of channel states over time. Our system model is one in which nodes do not fail, but links intermittently fail. This notion of identical history can be useful in the development of applications using this connectivity information. For example, if an application takes error recovery action in the event of lost connectivity, it knows that both sides of the channel will see the exact same behavior on the channel over time, and will thus take the same error recovery action.
In [3] , work has been done on link connectivity with concern for adaptive rates and skepticism in bringing a link back up. Motivation for establishing a consistent history was found in [l] . Although this is not the general consensus problem (we are only concerned with eventual consensus), work on the general problem [2] is good background.
We now present all the requirements of the protocol.
Correctness: the protocol will eventually correctly reflect the true state of the channel. Bounded Slaclc: the protocol will ensure that a maximum slack of n exists between the two sides. Neither side will be allowed to lead the other by more than n channel state transitions. Stability: each real channel event (such as a timeout) will cause the nodes to register some bounded number of state transitions of the channel, preferably two (i.e., Up + Down + Up).
The protocol consists of two parts. The token passing part of the protocol maintains the consistent history between the sides, and the heartbeats give information on the current channel state. Although heartbeats may be integral to many implementations, they can be replaced by or used in conjunction with other hints about the channel state, such as low-level hardware information on link conditions. Details about the protocol can be found in the full version of the paper.
This protocol uses reliable message passing for token transmission.
The reliable message passing can be implemented using a sliding window protocol, for exampFe, so the link model must be such that a sliding window protocol can function. At first it may seem odd to discuss monitoring the status of a link using reliable messages. However, it simplifies the protocol description and proof, preventing us from essentially re-proving sliding window protocols in a different form. The protocol can be easily implemented without using any underlying reliable communication primitives. One can simply implement basic heartbeats, and then map the token part of the protocol on top of the heartbeats. The result is that a protocol like this can be implemented with little more effort than a naive heartbeat or ping solution.
There are three primary contributions in this work: (1) we have clearly defined what is required for a link connectivity protocol exhibiting consistent history, (2) we have created a protocol satisfying these requirements and implemented it as part of a distributed systems test bed, and (3) we have proved that the protocol satisfies the semantics of correctness, bounded slack, and stability. We intend to expand this protocol into other failure modes, such as loss of connectivity of a clique of nodes. See http: //www .paradise . caltech.
edu for a full version of this paper.
